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"When we see land as a community to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect.'
Aldo Leopold

port Carol prof ss Wooster
u
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continued through September.
The assessments are divided into
Administration,
nine categories
Climate
and
Energy,
Change
FoodRecycling,
Green Building,
Student Involvement, Transportation,
Endowment, Investment Priorities and
Shareholder Engagement. First, any
public documentation or information
regarding the profiled instituitons are
collected and can include things like
any groups on campus working
towards sustainability or even something as simple as the number of students. Then, four different surveys, a
campus, dining, endowment and student, are sent out to the schools in
hopes of obtaining more specific infor-

Allana Mortell
News Editor
hundred

Three

and thirty two

schools throughout the United States
and Canada have currently received
report cards outside of the academic

realm. The College Sustainability
Report Card, Green Report Card for
short, is the only exclusive evaluation
of campus and endowment sustainability activities on college and university
campuses. According to the report,
Wooster needs to make significant
improvements.

The Report Card, which is in its
fourth year, is a yearly assessment
aimed at identifying colleges and universities that have been leading by
example on sustainability. Designed to

mation.

.

provide accessible information for all
schools to learn from, and promote

shared learning about the operations
and sustainability practices, the Report
Card has the highest response rate of
any college ranking on sustainability.
The Green Report Card is published
through the Sustainable Endowments
nonInstitute, a Cambridge-base- d,
profit project since 2005 which arose
from the Rockefeller Philanthropy
'
Advisors.
The schools covered in this annual
report feature 300 schools with the
:-

-

largest endowments in the United
States and Canada and also includes 32
schools that applied for inclusion ill the
program. One hundred and ninety one
of the institutions are private whereas
141 are public, totaling a range of students of 4.2 million.'
For the 2010 Sustainability Report
Card( The College of Wooster, which
is one of the schools profiled, received
a grade of "C" which was a much needed improvement to last year's grade of
a "D " The grades that schools receive
on the Report Card are determined by
performance assessments conducted by
members of the Sustainability
Institute. For this year's report, data
collection began this past June and

r
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Only 14 schools in total this year
declined to participate in all four surveys and the overall response in all
four categories ranged from 75 to 91

percent. Numerical points are then
awarded to each school in their
response to the 120 questions asked
across 48 different indicators from the
nine general categories. To receive the
highest overall grade of an "A," one
must meet at least 70 percent of the
general categories.
Though the College received an
overall grade of "C we did score a.
higher range of grades in the different
categories. In the category of
FoodRecycling, we received an "A,"
thanks in large part to our trayless
cafeteria and reusable mug program.
We also received a "B" in th Student
Involvement category due to two main
student run organizations, Green
House and .the Organic Farming
group'.

Donald Sager is the owner of a local area, small-scalfruit farm that has served as a
model for the origination of the campus organic farming program where students volunteer
their time at Muddy Fork Farm and Autumn Harvests Farm (Photo By Maureen Sill).
e,

weekly basis through interest received
by listserv emails and commonly work
at Muddy Fork Farm and Autumn
Harvests Farm. Kincaid, who received
this past summer regarding
sustainability programs on campus
from the Green Report Card, said
"Obviously, the grade Cj means there
is a lot of room for improvement," but
also adds that "Some sustainability 3
efforts going on right now include
adding more visible recycling bins
around campus."
One of the brand new features of

an

Ginny Kincaid.'lO, a member of the
Organic Farmers recalls that the program began in 2003mTesponse to student's interest in organic farming. "We
started the, program with the intent of
connecting students with local farms
where they could work and learn about
sustainable practices first hand,"
Kincaid said. Students volunteer on a

a r:rowd-
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the Green Report Card is an all access,
online portal to over 1,100 survey
responses from the profiled schools.
Kincaid, who has expressed interest in
seeing the different grades that colleges and universities have received,
will be able, along with anyone interested, to view and even compare all the
different schools and the overall
grades. With over 10,000 pages of
data
and
the'
descriptions,
Sustainability Endowments Institute
has high hopes for this new online
accessibility. On the Web site, greenre- -

of Trustees

portcard.org, individuals can explore
schools by geographic region on an
interactive map which provides a direct
link to that school's full profile.
With many campuses, including
Wooster, making the efforts to "Go
Green" and increase sustainability
efforts, the Green Report Card is currently a major factor in allowing for
shared learning throughout hundreds of college campuses and universities. For more information, visit
their Web site, www.greenreport- card.org.

visits campus

Discusses construction of new center
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Senior Staff Writer
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The Board of Trustees gathered
on the Wooster campus for their fall
meeting last weekend.
"It was packed," said President
Grant Cornwell. The Trustees met
on Friday and Saturday to discuss a
large amount of issues concerning
Wooster. "The meeting has become
jammed with important issues
because Wooster is moving ... we're
making progress on a lot of fronts,"
said Cornwell.
Cornwell offered comments in the
Report
President's
detailing
progress on the provost search and
academic rankings as well as information on WooCorps, the Forum
series and the new turf field.
The Board then discussed ongoing
plans to construct a campus center.
Cornwell said the planning and
fundraising for the Center are moving "more quickly than anticipated."
At the meeting last weekend,
Trustees authorized the architects to
produce construction documents for
the building.
The project now has complete
schematic designs, which, according
to Cornwell, offer a "complete vision
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of the space and its use." Plans for
the Campus Center will go to bid
around March of next year if all
goes as planned.
The Trustees also discussed budgetary progress made under the direction of the economic contingency
plan. "We had to do some things
that were difficult," says Cornwell,
but the College's budget is expected
fisto be balanced for the 2009-20cal year. The College is not expected to make any further budget cuts
this year. Plans for next year's budget have begun, but it is too early to
discuss any concrete details.
The College's strategic planning
was also discussed. Nine revisions
have been made to the College's
"strategic documents," which include
the mission statement, core values
and the vision.
The Board of Trustees ratified the
final versions of the strategic documents, and the Updated versions of
each can be found on the "On
Purpose: Strategic Planning
Wooster" ScotBlog. After approving
the final documents, the Board com- -.
pleted a brainstorming exercise on
the second phase of the project.
Cornwell said the second phase
includes determining "how we know
10

we're

progress" on our
Trustees
various indicators that

making

strategic goals.

brain-storm- ed

would signify progress on strategic
goals. In the coming months, various campus constituent groups will
be led through a similar exercise.
Cornwell states the final stage of the
process will determine what to do
differently in order to move Wooster
from "where it is now to where we
want it to be."
Trustees also participated in variaround
ous activities
campus.
Babcock Hall was officially dedicated
as the Center for Diversity and
Global Engagement Friday evening,
and a discussion was led on
Omnibus, the new sculpture installed
on Kauke lawn.

In addition,
trustee Lynne
McCreight donated a quilt she had
created to decorate the second floor
common area in Kauke.
A ceremony was also held before
the football game to dedicate
Andrew Turf Field, donated by
trustee Ed and his wife Edie Andrew.
To commemorate the new field and
the football team's first night game,
Cornwell hosted a tailgate party for
the Trustees and town officials at his
house.
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Jonah Comstock and John
McGovern
their
share
opposing viewpoints on
Obama winning the Nobel
Peace Prize. See page 3 to
read Vie full story.

Laney Austin describes her
current abroad experience

liv-

ing in Edinburgh, Scotfancf. To

read the

full story,

see page
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Dollinger

writes

a

reweiv of tfie play the Twelfth
Night which was performed at

the Great Lakes Theater
FesfVa. See page 6 for more.

Robert Melick writes on Vie
struggles faced by the men's
soccer team to find the goal
and a victory. Turn to page 8
for the entire story.
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Editor in Chief

John Russell, professor emeritus of
music at The College of Wooster, will
give a recital of organ music today at

As ubiquitous as the Internet has
become for the millennial generation, it
is easy for us to forget that it is a fairly
and one that is complex,
new world
changing, and often dangerous.

7:30 p.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church. This will be his first Wooster
recital since his retirement from the
,
College in 2007.
Artists featured include J.S. Bach,

Professor Joan Krone of Denison
University came to Wooster Tuesday
to talk to students about the strange
new world of the Internet, and the
questions about cyber ethics that come

Cesar Franck and Charles-Mar- ie
Widor among others. The event is
open to the public, with a freewill offer
ing benefiting the church's Wee Care
Program.

with it.
Krone's talk was part of a math and
science
department
computer
Colloquium.
"In this day of cyber stalking and
poorly written software and
spy ware, we see a lot of challenges
about.what ought to be done in the way

j
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Wooster man arrested

in murder attempt

I

Wooster

man

Christopher Rouse was arrested
Sunday morning for the attempted
man.
murder of a
Police Chief
Wooster
According to
Steve Click, Rouse broke into a resi- dence around 1:30 a.m. and was caught
by the homeowner. Rouse fought with
68-year-- old

tion drugs without a doctor's prescription. She" then asked what could be
done if the pharmacy wasn't cooperata question that, short of hacking
ing

their system, neither students nor
Krone could answer.

The talk broadly ranged to also
include radio tracking devices to
store peoples' medical information.
"On the one hand we have people
who say 'What a great idea, it saves
lives,'" said Krone. "On the other
hand, is it an invasion of privacy?"
Krone spent a good deal of time
virtual
worlds like
discussing
Second Life and the questions they
raise about our identity and about
creation. Although in the real world
there's a lot of controversy about
the creator, the creator of a virtual

"Computers are logically malleable,"
said Krone, explaining one reason why
new cyber ethics issues spring Up so
frequently. "When we buy a computer
device that can be connected to the
Internet, it may end up doing things it

couldn't do when you first bought it."
Krone raised questions about online
universities and online pharmacies
and what ethical issues were raised by
making education or prescription drugs

we behave on the Internet," said Krone.
Krone explained that there are two
major schools of thought on cyber
ethics. There are those who believe that

"

available online.
Does an online university provide
real educational experiences like a

j

I

Grant Cornwell named to NITLE advisory board

j

!

Ryan Thomas
Voice Staff-

-

I

connection between NITLE's
rate partnerships and the liberal arts
community? By asking the liberal
arts community itself. With this aim
in mind, NITLE recently asked for 17
higher education leaders to serve on
it's newly created advisory board for
two years, one of which is Wooster's
own President Cornwell.
Cornwell said, "I agreed to serve on
NITLE's board because I think it is
both important and fun to stay current with emerging technologies and
to think critically about their relevance and implications for liberal education." He hopes not only to give
input on the real need of liberal educators, but also "to bring insights back
to Wooster."
As President Cornwell well notes,
however, "The one constant about
technology is innovation; the landscape of technological tools is constantly changing. Some students and
faculty are drawn to the leading edge
by disposition. Others let fads come
and go and adopt technologies after
they have become more mature and
refined ... It is a constant challenge
that will always be with us," said
Cornwell.

Power plants
as new power
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Holden Hall

Hider House

alarm activation
Someone pulled the
pull station
Vandalism
Someone tipped over stone
container.
Window broken in
furniture storage room
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Johnson House
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Lowry Center
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Douglass Hall
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Alcohol

Russia's foreign minister, Sergey V.
Lavrov, claimed on Tuesday that
increasing pressure on Iran to halt its
nuclear program would be "counterproductive." His statements are a
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While we strive for excellence
every week, we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please Rend your corrections
to vokewooster.edu.

Holden Hall

Bad detector caused

confirmed to be a da Vinci, it could now
be worth more than $150 million.

Bites compiled by Charles Ilortnstein

DateTime
106, 1:48 p.m.

Kennedy Apt. C

Fire Alarm

da Vinci's St. Jerome, located in the
Vatican.
Currently, the painting is owned by
New York art dealer Kate Ganz. If

country.

6-- 11

Lscalisn

College table found
in apt.
Had items taken
from room
Had items taken
from room
Had items taken
from room

19th-centu- ry

rhetoric from
Russian president Dmitri Medvedev's
recent claims that, "in some cases, sanctions are inevitable."
Russia' s renewed reluctance to adopt
harshemeasures against Iran, coupled
with China's refusal to do the same,
severly limits the ability of Europe and
the United States to pursue a stricter
nuclear policy with the Middle Eastern

1

Campus Security Reports

Peter Paul Biro, a Montreal-base- d
forensic art expert, stated Tuesday that
a fingerprint 'on what was believed to
be a
German painting of

Russia opposes harsher
sanctions on Iran

i

.

President Grant Cornwell was recently appointed to the
NITLE advisory board (Photo Courtesy OPI).

Nurse delivers lecture

a young woman has led experts to
believe it may be a new Leonardo da
Vinci work. If correct, this will be the
first major work by da Vinci to be identified in 100 years.
Biro stated the finger print found on
the' painting matched a finger print on

:

what is actually needed, what is possible and having real connections in the
business world to access the necessary
technology,
NITLE can effectively
improve the integration of useful
technology in the classroom.
However, how does one create the

NATION

Potential da Vinci

-

Institute, hopes to engage with specific sectors of the liberal arts community and develop strategic partnerships
with other organizations. By knowing

whether it is the cell
Technology
phone we use to text a friend or the
computer used to access Facebook,
technology has become an integral
part of life. But not all uses of technology are so leisurely; in fact, technology has become a crucial part of
teaching information in faster and
treated for injuries and released.
more productive ways than was previously deemed possible. With such a
quickly evolving world, brand new
technologies are quickly becoming
use wood obsolete.
In order to keep up with
for newer and better techdemand
source
nologies, schools must upgrade on a
Across the nation, power plants have regular basis just to stay current.
That's where the National Institute
returned to wood burning as an energy
source in light of ' bills passed by for Technology in Liberal Education
Congress and state mandates for (NITLE) comes in. According to their
Web site http:www.nitle.org, they
renewable power.
initiative dedicated
According to William Perritt, editor are a "non-proof Wood Biomass Market Report, One to helping undergraduate-centere- d
colleges use technology effectively to
plant started in 2007, seven' in 2008 and
strengthen undergraduate education."
a dozen in 2009. He added that dozens
more are in the works, including three Essentially, the National Institute for
plants scheduled for Technology in Liberal Education's
2012 that together could power goal is to utilize technology in the
classroom so that teachers may better
270,000 homes.
Plants currently burn bark, twigs convey concepts to students. With a
and waste wood; Bob Cleaves of better grasp of the concepts, students
Biomass Power Association stated that may learn more in shorter periods of
current laws and policies are sufficient time, effectively enriching undergraduate education.
to protect the environment. Other enviBut how does one improve the use
ronmentalists, such as Pete Stewart of
Forest2Market, fears that whole trees .of technology in the classroom, or
even find the right technology to use
will have to be cut down as wood power
from something so seemingly far away
grows.
as National Institute? Joseph King,
WORLD
the Executive Director of the

notable change

and easy to
world is easy to find
hold responsible for anything that
goes on there.
Finally Krone moved on to questions about cultural relativism that
arise from the global nature of the
For example,
online community.
Krone focused on some differing cultural values between the United
States and China.
i "In the United States one of the
highest values is the freedom to
explore," said Krone. "In China it's
just the opposite. One of the highest
values is that people should be sheltered from certain things."
Krone raised many questions
about cyber ethics, but left it to the
'
students to start finding answers.
"Do we want to enforce ethical
standards in cyberspace? Can we?"
she asked. "You as technical people
have a much better understanding
than the people in Washington making the decisions."

j
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at
the wife after attempts to call
which point her husband intervened,
resulting in Rouse cutting his forehead
and stalling him in the chest.
The victims, along with Rouse, were
the
Wooster
to
transported
Community Hospital where they were

100-megaw-

physipal school? Krone asked some of
the computer majors assembled how
they would implement a system on a
pharmacy's Web site to ensure that a
person couldn't gain access to prescrip-

to give some examples of some new
ethical issues, and raise questions about
ways in which they might be dealt with.

well-writte- n,

22-year-- old

Emily Ryan

the ethics our society already uses are
sufficient to cover any situation, and
new technologies only demand we
apply them in new ways, and there are
those who hold that "there are new,
unique ethical issues that could not
have existed without technology."
The main focus of Krone's .talk was

Jonah Comstock
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Denison professor discusses Internet ethics
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Where were you when the lights came on?
If you're like the majority of Wooster's student body, family and friends,
you were down at John P. Papp stadium
smashed in the bleachers, hovering outside the fenced area or crowded together and blocking the exits
to
watch our first-ev-er
night football game. The energy was tangible, and even
when the opponents pulled ahead you could hear student-inspire- d
chants and
cheering.
For those few hours, the student body demonstrated a sense of unity and
shared enthusiasm rarely seen anywhere else 6n. campus.
Now, think back to every other typical football game. It's 1 p.m.
on.
Saturday. You may not even be awake yet,, and even if you are, going outside
to sit on icy bleachers and support the Fighting Scots is probably near the
bottom of your list, behind all the homework and the meetings you have to
attend before starting your Saturday night.
That isn't all though. On any given day there is almost definitely a huge
variety of othes sporting events, concerts and plays put on by your fellow
students that are free and on campus. Even if you can't attend the whole
event, even dropping by for a short time shows the school spirit we all know
we have.
So why not show as much support to these displays of talent as we all did
last Saturday at the night game? This was an opportunity to see the potential we have when we come together and unite behind our peers. Imagine if

every event had even half of the energy we gave last Saturday.

Wooster, bubble is a lie
Coming - into, i'tbk -- College - of
Wooster, we were warned of it: students rarely leave campus because
everything we need is on campus.
This, of course,
T
is not true. The
''
only thing that
kept me permanently on campus
last year was a
lack of a car.
kevincarpenter
This year, howev- er, things have
changed. In fact, I have not met anyone without a car that doesn't leave
campus at least once a week.
No, the fact that students do not
leave is a myth, but there is something far more disheartening lurking
around the symbolism of the bubble.
I call it the Iron Curtain of
Wooster.
Coming from the college town of
Valparaiso, Ind., I was immediately
struck by the obvious division
between townsfolk and college students. When running around town,
some people are honestly shocked
when I say hello to them.
And why shouldn't they be? I feel
that our reputation around town is
less than stellar. The town sees us at
our worst: the police blotter, drunk at
El Campesino on Wednesday nights,
the distant echo of "Smoke that
weed!" at the Blackalicious concert,
walking in front of cars on Beall and
using flagrant language in public
places. We are a victim of our own
inability to decide what is appropriate and when.
At the same time, we villanize the
town. The word "townie" has taken
on a sinister meaning, and is said
with considerable condescension and

--

I

scorn. - In talk of recent thefts, a
.

ty originated from, nor do I care. I
believe it is time to put aside our
neatly structured caste system and
work from the beginning. The
College is not its own town, and the
town of Wooster will be forever
linked to a small liberal arts college
this much is inevitable. But
instead of merely tolerating the others' presence, we should strike down
these stereotypes once and for all.
In my hometown, college students
are adored
they are hired at a large
range of establishments, live in
apartments off campus and interact
with the town to form a healthy, united community. This is what our
College is sorely lacking.
The solution to this situation is
simple, and surprisingly passive
change the way you think. If we all
stop thinking of the town as people
so different from ourselves, we can
achieve equality. If we consider that
we are all members of the same community, and are respectful in the variety of establishments we frequent, I
believe that the town's view of us
will improve significantly.
In this way, the Iron Curtain of
Wooster will be eliminated. In this
way, we can end the pointless conceptual warfare that we are all currently
engaged in. In this way, the two separate spheres of College and town
can unite into a single community.
All we have to do is change the way
'
we think.
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'

"tciwnie" is always considered.
I do not know where this animosi-

V

Kevin Carpenter is the business manager for
the Voice. He can be reachedfor comment at

KCarpenterI2wooster.edu.
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Immediately after President Barack
Obama received the Nobel Peace Prize
on Oct. 9, a hurricane of media criticism exploded. The dominant attitude
was that Obama did not deserve the

award,

due

to

insufficient activiin
ty
peace
processes. But the
rationale for selection is much deep-

er than many
johnmcgovern

crit-

ics observe.

The history of
the Nobel Peace Prize has been largely positive, with occasional controversies regarding the winners.
Although the award tries to recognize
important peacemakers, the Nobel
Peace Prize committee has seen its
share of mioses. Notable persons
including Eleanor Roosevelt, Pope
John Paul II and, as incredulous as it
sounds, Mahatma Gandhi, all failed to
receive the award.
But many winners are not without
controversy. Former Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger won in 1973
with Vietnamese leader Le Due Tho
for signing the Paris Peace Accords,
ending U.S. involvement in Vietnam.
Kissinger,

however,

played an inte-

gral part in the covert invasion of
Cambodia, resulting in civil unrest,
the Khmer Rouge seizing power, and
the genocide, of one to two million
people in the 1970s. In 1994 Middle
East leaders Yasser Arafat, Shimon
Peres and Yitzhak Rabin won the
Peace prize for their Israeli
Palestinian talks. Fifteen years later

and that situation is still far from
solved.
So why Obama? The Nobel Prize

committee points out many recent
winners were awarded the prize not
just for accomplishments but for further encouragement.
Although
Israelis and Palestinians have used
violence consistently against each
other, Arafat, Peres and Rabin chose
the much harder route of negotiations and the prize committee saw
these devoted attempts admirable. In
2007, Al Gore did not take his award
as a conclusion to his efforts on climate change; rather, it can be seen as
emboldening him to continue his
position. Obama fits this mold. He has
appealed to the Islamic world in several ways, including speeches in
Egypt and Turkey, a video message to
Iran's leadership and inhabitants, and
allowing his first presidential interview to be by the Muslim network Al
Arabiya. His international concerns
dwarf his predecessors, becoming the
first U.S. President to preside over a
meeting of the U.N. Security Council,
and on his first day in office, calling
the leaders of Palestine, Israel,
Jordan and Egypt.
Many argue Obama won largely
because he is simply not his predecessor George W Bush. To the rest of
the world, that is a legitimate reason.
Palermo
Journalist
Joseph
of
Huffington Post suggests this award
is a teaching moment for America, to
show Americans how scared the international community was concerning
Bush's militant foreign policy. It is a

reminder to curb the hegemonic rule
America prevails over the world, to
not preside over an aircraft carrier
proclaiming "Mission Accomplished"
while sectarian violence threatens
civil war in the country in question,
to understand diplomacy is an alternative to force. Foreign policy struggled under Bush, and the nations of
the world have been waiting to look
up to a charismatic leader capable of
coordinating U.S. involvement that
promotes global peace.
Barack Obama may not have
accomplished the goals he set out;
Politifact.com claims he has kept 47 of
his promises, broken seven and has
not acted on hundreds more. It's a tall
order in a dire situation of economic
downturn, two wars and a debt which
the past eight years made astronomical. The committee recognized these

factors working against him, and
implored Obama to orchestrate international affairs in a peaceful and successful way. Probably the best defense
comes from the committee itself.
"Only very rarely has a person to the
same extent as Obama captured the
world's attention and given its people
hope for a better future." As globalization brings the world closer,
national leaders play increasingly
important roles outside their own
countries. Obama plays a pivotal role
in making it all work out. It may take
a while, but hope goes a long way.
John McGovern

is a regular contributor

to the Voice. He can be reach

for

com-

ment at JMcGovernl2wooster.edu.

Wrong timing for Obama's prize
uon t get me wrong
I m not
going to knock President Obama for
accepting the Nobel Peace Prize. In
keeping with his

his election, a time in which he had

who have been unhappy with Obama's
ability to put his promises into action.
Now which of these groups is going
to see the Nobel Peace Prize as a presusual elegance, he
ly
tigious international award that
humbly spun the
recognizes contributions to
Y
win into an affirpeace, and which is going to see it as a
mation of his
political organization of Europeans
administration's
who want to encourage the United
goals. To pundits
States to "play nicer" in whatever
jonahcomstock
who suggest he
ways are in its power? Those who
should have declined the prize, I say
respect the opinion of the internathat would perhaps have been the
tional community are those who
worst move he could have made
it
already sapport Obama. As a result,
would have undermined Obama's misall this prize has done, and all it could
sion of reintroducing the United
have done at this point, is further
States into the world community in a
polarize the country.
major way.
Now think instead what might
Only one person in history, Le
have happened if the committee
Due Tho, has ever declined the Obama admitted that he didn't
had held its horses and waited
peace prize and his reason
that
Obama's promises had
deserve the award, attributed it until
Vietnam had not yet achieved
become realities to award the
peace
to the American people as a
was a political statement
prize? Instead of us merely havabout an unjust situation. This is
whole and, politically, made the ing to trust the authority of the
not analogous to Obama's predicafive Norwegians who award the
best of a bad situation.
ment. Were he to decline the prize
prize, we could have pointed to
merely out of disagreement with
the prize as an affirmation ' of
the committee, it would come off as Apparently the Nobel committee
something substantive, something
an insult and an affront to the Nobel
considers the greatest possible conwould have a much
Prize Committee and, by extension,
tribution to peace to be
announcharder time dismissing. Instead of a
the international community.
ing things.
hollow, empty victory meaningful
Instead, Obama admitted that he
It's hard to put this down as anyonly to those who already agreed
didn't deserve the award, attributed it thing but a political move on the part with it, we would have had a real
to the American people as a whole
of the Nobel committee. And as a cause to celebrate the good work of
and, politically, made the best of a bad
political move, it's hard to imagine
the Obama administration.
situation. It's really a shame that the how they thought this would be helpAs things stand now, even if Obama
media has more or less ignored his
ful to Obama or his cause.
receives another, hiore deserved prize
elegant handling of the situation, and
As it has been since his election, . down the road, what will it mean?
I'd encourage anyone who's interested
America is split into the almost fanati"Obama won the peace prize," we'll
to look up the speech on YouTube.
cal
group for whom say, "But oil wait, he won it years ago
The Nobel committee, however,
Obama can do no wrong and the
just for showing up."
should have known better. There is
rabble of angry conservatives
no question that Obama didn't for whom Obama can do no right. The
Jonah Comstock is
in chief fori
deserve the Nobel Peace Prize. He people in the middle are the disilluthe Voice. He can be reached for comment
was nominated only two weeks after sioned former members of group A at JComstocklowooster.edu.
made many accomplishments as a
statesman and politician but done
nothing substantive for the cause of
peace. The committee's
vague
description of his "extraordinary
efforts to strengthen international
diplomacy and cooperation between
peoples" is a joke. At the time of his
nomination, Obama's extraordinary
efforts had mainly been directed at
getting elected. Even to date,
Obama's list on the foreign policy
section of whitehouse.gov labeled
"Progress" reads like a o
list
"Announced a plan, announced a
strategy, agreed to negotiation of a
treaty, announced a new policy."
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Laney Austin's Edinburgh experience proves worthwhile
r

Britain has to offer. For example, the
city was built around the Edinburgh
Castle which sits upJon a huge hill
near the city center. This castle served
as inspiration for J.K. Rowling's Harry
Potter series. Rowling wrote many of
her early chapters sitting in a caf6 just
around the corner from my flat. Queen
Elizabeth spends the summer months
in a castle in the Highlands of
Scotland, which is easily accessible by
bus and also free through the program

Laney Austin
Voice Staff

When you first think about going
abroad, your mind usually darts to the
imagti of a guided tour through the
Louvre in Paris, exploring the
Coloseum in Rome or the running of
the bulls in Spain. Not often does your
mind jump right to the United
Kingdom, let alone Scotland. Let's face
it
you already know English, it's
I am on.
not very warm and you go to a schooj
.
that has daily bagpipe serenades on
Besides the history, there is much to
campus. You have enough Scottish in do in terms of shopping and nightlife.
- Edinburgh is recognized
you as it is, right? Well,
as a student studying "My abroad
as one of Scotland's best
abroad
places for young adults
Edinburgh,
1
Scotland this semester, experience nas
because the university is
built right into it.
my abroad experience Deen anything1
O
J
Unlike Wooster, every
lids uccii aiijunug L..i
uui
but ordinary."
ordinary.
night the clubs and pubs
The program that I
are crowded with students. Besides the peo- am studying abroad
Laney
Austin
with,
Arcadia
pie on my program, I
at
'5een mtroc'ucec' t0
University, has ranked
Class of 2011 'iave
a plethora of new peo- Edinburgh as one of the
most popular choices
pie from around the
for study abroad, beating out cities like U.K. and even Denmark and Norway.
London, Paris and Madrid for applicaThey have all been extremely welcomtions per year. The reason for this is ing and have helped me plan trips to
because in many of those cities, the other European cities and given me
advice on what places I do not to miss
major universities are several kilomeoutside
the
of
ters
out on.
city, making public
a
As far as travel goes, I am planning on
.
transportation necessity
The University of Edinburgh is going to Copenhagen, Paris, Rome,
built right into the heart of the city. Prague and potentially Dublin. All of
these cities are easily accessible from the
My campus flat is about a
walk to any academic building, but airport and the best part, they are cheap.
walk to any restaualso a
Discount airlines like EasyJet and
rant, shopping area or theater one RyanAir have allowed me to book tickets
could ask for. Not once have I had to for as low as 10 pounds (about $18 US)
utilize a cab or a bus to get around the roundtrip.
So far I am having a lot of fun, meetcity because everything is accessible
by foot. Last weekend, fellow classing new people and being able to explore
mate Silvia Arieira and myself got to one of the coolest cities I have ever expesee a Dizzee Rascal concert just steps rienced. With all my upcoming trips, I
am sure that more is in store for my
away from our flat.
Edinburgh is also home to some of adventures. It has exceeded my expecthe coolest historical landmarks tations profoundly.
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Above, this photo of downtown Edinburgh, Scotland illustrates Austin's claim that theaters,
restaurant and cafes are just a short distance away from her flat. With everything in close
proximity Austin can easily experience the sights and sounds that the city has to offer.
Below, a view from above of the city of Edinburgh, Scotland (Photos courtesy Linda
Kuster).
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Greek organizations work to build campuo uniiy

(Sui

IT

iiin Fall Greek Week

Below left, members of Delta Phi Alpha and Epsilon Kappa Omicron gather together at the Sect Lanes Cowling Ally on Oct., 7 to mingle with other greeks
and non greek students. Greek Week ran from Wednesday, Oct. 7 through Saturday, Oct. 10. It included events such as, bowling, bonfires and taiigat-in- g
before Saturday's football game. Below Right Greeks gather together at the bonfire to toast marehmallov. s end make smores. The bonfire took place
Thursday Oct. 8 (Photos courtesy of Elissa Lauber).
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International Olympic Committee decides: Rio de Janeiro in 2016
Grainne Carlin
Voice Staff

following.

October 2, 2009 marked an important day in history. In Copenhagen,
Denmark the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) announced that Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil was going to host the
2016 Olympics
making it the first
South American city to ever receive
this honor.
I am currently spending the semester in Copenhagen, Denmark studying
communications and mass media at the
Danish Institute for study abroad. All
of my teachers urged the students to
take part in the "Copenhagen
Countdown" and Olympic celebration
all over the city. I took this advice and
I can honestly say it was the best day of
,

my life.

The day started with a climate
change rally at the Bella Center Metro
Station
(where Obama,
Yukio
Hatoyama the Prime Minister of
Japan, Jose' Zapetoro the Prime
Minister of Spain and Luiz Lula da
Saliva the President of Brazil were
campaigning all day). There were men
from Japan holding a huge banner with
Japanese writing handing out flyers to
all of the students that said TOKYO
2016."

I kindly said no thanks.

cameras were everywhere!
at the rally sang Jackson 5
-

News

Everyone
"I want you
back"
an innovative invitation to the
leaders to return in December for the
Cop 15 climate change summit involving 125 countries all over the world.

International flags fly high at the committee meeting in Copenhagen. The
meeting brought individuals of many different backgrounds together (Photo by
Grainne Carlin).
Copenhagen was buzzing early in
In the city center there were sports
the morning. We picked up our free demonstrations
from soccer and
"Chicago 2016" bright orange long
squash players, to karate masters,
sleeve shirts and headed into the city gymnasts, dancers and BMX bikers.
center. Just walking down the street to There was a series of performances
there was country pride before the major announcement was
everywhere. I heard the Madrid supmade. Aqua even performed a set,
porters speaking Spanish in their including their hit single "Barbie Girl."
there was a group We had to wait for a while for the first
handprint
of Tokyo supporters wearing Pikachu
announcement to be made of what two
costumes and others with white wigs countries did not make the top two.
that had giant red dots in the middle of But of course, like any other award
them. Americans could be spotted in ceremony there was a huge build up.
the bright orange shirts. But the Each city made their own travel video.
Brazilians were the most enthusiastic. They were all so different; it was a
There were dozens of Brazilian flags, really nice way to introduce all of the
Brazilian jerseys; I heard the Brazilian
different cities and cultures.
national anthem over and over again.
Then the first announcement came
They really wanted it.
Chicago was kicked out first, Tokyo

A Japanese cou-

to the entire Brazilian fan
section. The energy coming from the group was
I witnessed a
incredible.
historical event and it was
amazing. All of the children in the crowd were put
on
adults'
shoulders,
everyone started chanting
then everyone in' the
crowd began to support
Brazil. Seeing Americans,
Spaniards,
Danes,
Japanese and Brazilians all
joyfully come together
really encompassed the
Olympics and what they
stand for. I will, without a
doubt, remember this day

ple, about 60 years old,
completely lost it behind
me. It was so sad. I had no
idea people were so passionate about their cities.
The camera crews from
the various news stations
went wild trying to get
interviews from disapA
pointed supporters.
cameraman actually hit me
in the head with his camera
trying to get an interview
from my friend.
About 30 minutes later
the major announcement
was made

Brazil would

host the 2016 Olympics. I
luckily was standing next

forever.
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Student's production company prospers
Lee McKinstry

professional" about his music interests.
He and a friend recorded a rock album,
and proceeded to make 200 copies to
sell at their high school. The two quick-

A&E Editor
Patryk Tenorio '1 1 wields the instruments of his art with precision.
Performing since his senior year in high
school, the junior crafts his latest pieces
with tools from both the new millennium and the century before it, and cites
the influences of a variety of different
artistic genres. Tenorio is the CEO of

ly sold out of their LPs, much to their
surprise.

"It was awesome to sell one, let alone
all 200! Then we thought, hey, we could
really do this," said Tenorio.
Tenorio and his friend (who has since
left the company) visited a county
clerk's office in Texas where they
obtained a business license. Cavalry
Music and Apparel was born shortly
thereafter.

Cavalry Music and Apparel, a company
he started two years with a high school
classmate. And just what are this
Cavalry member's, weapons of choice?
A laptop and a turntable.

Tenorio creates

"mash-ups- ,"

a

ft

They settled on the more "militant"
name after a full morning of debate. "I
like to think of us fighting against all

genre

of dance music made by layering existing songs and beats, using either computer software or live "scratching" on

v
JiL.,

i

t

Cavalry Music is still in business (Photo by Patrick Tenorio.)

the mainstream media out there and
helping the smaller artists take the
spotlight. They deserve it," said

turntables. The style has been recently
popularized by such artists as Girl Talk

The company recently featured the
graphic artwork of Wooster alum
Emma Powell '09 on their website.
They have been involved in the production of 10 records, either
or EPs. Currently, another
staff member, Alex Verderber, is
working on putting out his'own rap
p
and
recording, which the com- pany will produce. They are currently
looking for more alternative-roc- k
bands to produce.
It would seem that people are having
that sort of a good time listening to 0,

Tenorio.

and last year's spring performers The
Hood Internet. Tenorio records under
and has released three
the name 0,

Today, the company has grown to
represent all sorts of art forms,
including music, visual art and clothing design. Their Web site,
features interviews
with both established and
artists, including a recent
interview with the prominent DJ
Tiesto. It also sells apparel, showcases
musical acts (including Tenorio's own
and even offers educational
facets, through a function which
allows users to look up different guitar
chord progressions. Tenorio hopes
this will spur users' musical juices.
'That's what I'm all about, creativity,
so its only natural we have something
that initiates creativity as well," said

P-1-

mix tapes in 2009 via the Internet on
his company's cavalryrecords.com.

caval-ryrecords.co-

Patryk formed that company in 2007 in
Austin, Texas, where an unusual turn
of events allowed him his first look at
the recording industry.
"Austin is the live music capital of
the nation. It just so happened that my
high school soccer coach was is married to the sister of one of the Dixie
Chicks, and his brother is married to
one of therrt ... My soccer coach introduced me to some influential people
who pointed me in the direction I'm at

P-1-

now," said Tenorio.
After that, Tenorio decided to "get

full-leng-

m,

is currently in negotiations with
the event coordinators.
Tenorio says that he wants to continue to bring something new to the mash-u- p
table. "A lot of artists, like Girl Talk,
only focus on laptops. That's cool, but
I'm a huge fan of DJs and old school
P-- 10

ths

turntables. I've become in love with the

hip-ho-

ing

up-and-com-

i

'

"

0),

.

P-1-

.who lias recently been interviewed

on prominent music blogs such as
whatthemashup.com and the
randomthoughts.co.uk. The act even
has a chance of being featured at the
UK-bas- ed

upcoming festivals SXSW and NXNW,
where Tenorio would have the opportu
nity to showcase his music at a DJ set.

Tenorio.

art of turntablism. There's really no
artists doing that right now
taking
their mash-up- s
and mixing or scratch- ing them live. It creates more interactive performances."
Until he can bring those kinds of
performances to his audience, Tenorio
is working on finishing the last of his
four mixes to complete his first "set" of
p
recordings.
"I'm a perfectionist, I want to make
sure everything is done and as solid as
possible and then I'll start getting it out
there full force."
mash-u-

"The Age of Stupid" reminiscent of Gore's work
of archived video footage, media
clips and animations.
At the heart of the film lies the
stories of real people, the subjects of
six separate documentaries. Piers
Guy and, his wife Lisa are both
activists and Piers works as a wind
farm developer. There is also the
story of Fernand Pareau, a French
mountain guide' who witnesses first
hand the receding of glaciers on
Mont Blanc. Added to this cast of
stories are

Kipaya Kapiga
Web Editor
An ingenious blend of documentary, drama and animation, Franny
Armstrong's The Age of Stupid
examines the current debate and
action on climate change through the
lens of an Earth ravaged . by the
forces of global warming circa 2055.
Using artfully crafted animation, the
film moves from the Big Bang to the
year 2055. There we encounter an
Earth whose once prominent cities
have suffered irrevocable damage due
to decades of climate change: Sydney
burns to the ground, London is
flooded and Las Vegas has become a
desert.
It is in this grim setting that we
encounter the Archivist, played by
Peter Postlethwaite, who has
amassed a formidable digital archive
of mankind's achievements in the
melting Arctic. Postlethwaite is the
sole fictional character, whose
melancholy rumination on past inaction against climate change serves as
the starting point for the film, the
rest of which is told through a mix

wind as a renewable source of energy, only to have ideas shut down
because wind farms might "ruin the
view." We watch as Layefa struggles to earn enough to survive in
one of Africa's most
countries and as she ultimately resorts to
smuggling diesel. We watch as
Alvin, having both survived and
oil-ri- ch

- helped
'

victims of Hurricane
Katrina, criticizes the wasteful use
of oil even as he returns to work at
-

Shell Oil.

Nigerian

Perhaps the
most baffling
and intriguing of these
is
accounts
Piers' experience advocating for the

medical student Layefa
M a 1 e m i ,
Indian airline

entrepreneur
Jeh

Wadia,

Iraqi

refugees

development

Jamila and Adnan Bayyoud and Shell
Oil employee Alvin DuVernay.
The stories behind these names are
perhaps the most compelling and
inspiring aspects of the film. We
watch as Piers travels from region to
region in hopes of convincing otherwise apathetic residents to invest in

of wind farms, a battle he appears
to constantly lose because his
opponents have succeeded in
forming their own coalitions and
groups and have found clever
ways of masking their true reasons for opposing the wind farms:
they ruin the view. The call to

Independent rapper accused of
Last month,

ill!!

to see rapper Immortal Technique fit
the Grog Shop in Cleveland. For tht.v:
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A
luster opc ner, Immortal
r a hit
Tet biiitiie took the si
"c spoke to
the ciowd as nint h as he rapped to us;
talking about his loathing for
AiiMi i. ..!) government ami its cppt
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sentiment. I ere he was, claiming to be
this enlightened, earnest voice of the
people1, speaking out against oppression and discrimination, and yet he was

ion

WoilJ countries.
However, what came next, I wasn't as
one particular introprepared for
duction to a song, in which he
of

i

!

?

t.itiolis.
l

i

j:y t;.::.3 tho t;.";, tut doesn't
court; :y V:,- - :r Records.)

the songs for its com
$ response,
as told to the crowd, was, "You want
I low about this:
me to take oil" a si-ghow about you let me have sex vvitli
your wile, and I'll take the song oik"
To this, the crowd cheered in agreement. I, however, did not share this

part for I'i'M ;ir h f f my .' nir I.S.,
but al so thought it would just he just
a great show. The actual expcricin e,
however, was (pule tkhercut from my
e.vp.

ej

labs

appw a. bed by a
out his album
t u the condition t!

N

!...:'.--
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Third

equating the property value of this one
song he had w ritten to this executive's
'

li.kc rappers are today, and the
portance of 'walking the talk' and
actually living the life you rap about.
Perhaps it's naive of me, but I honestly felt a little cheated, annoyed that
I had believed that this man stood for
something important. Perhaps that's
not fair; his concern for government
accountability and the welfare of the
impoverished are certainly commendable. I suppose I was just left feeling
disappointed that rights and respect
of women aren't good enough for a
man who fights for freedom. So I'm
left wondering; how do we approach
situations such as these? I feel conflict
about the fact that a genre of music I
love so much is so fraught with patriarchal ideologies that I stand strongly against. To what standard should
we hold ourselves and the musicians
we enjoy? I have no idea. I think that,
as educated individuals, it is important for us to be critical of both ourselves and those who influence us, and
not allow social norms to call the
shots on what we deem appropriate
and important.
i

r i
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versi i in his music; his
too, v. '!, a"gry for my
I
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and political
activism; he
out
speaks
regularly on

corruption in
flip trMVern- ju::c.:ir.n
tnent, racism
and social class disparities. As a km of
Hip Hop, I have listened to him a fur
amount, but am not partii u! V v
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ual. No one is perfect My qualms, however, h.ive more to do with this man's
it disregard for the contradictions
:s opinions and his actions,
'
ie to recognize that his
iuents perpetuate the sys--ithat he so strives to
... st. He even made a little
h .it the end of his show about

,-

unfamiliar
To

h

i '

v

action is both real and palpable,
underscored by beautifully crafted
animation sequences that examine
the economic root of climate change
and the emergence of a consumerist
culture.
It is difficult not to draw comparisons
with Al Gore's "An Inconvenient
Truth" as 'The Age of Stupid" promis- es to be one of a few .climate change
films to make a strong showing in theaters. Some might find the premise of a
sole human survivor sorrowfully
mourning the mistakes and inaction of
his predecessors hard to swallow, especially considering how little a role the
Archivist comes to play in the film.
To the viewer, "The Age of Stupid"
lacks the depth and focus of films like
"An Inconvenient Truth," substituting
detailed investigations of the causes of
climate change for poignant and emotionally-charged
glimpses into the lives
of people affected. The variety of
voices and views expressed in the film
stands as a testament to Armstrong's
success at weaving together a diverse
collection of accounts into a passionate
and sobering examination of the
human costs of climate change.

self-contradiction

had the opportunity

I

wife, who apparently, as this man's
property,' was equally expendable.

What makes him think she would even
want to take part in this? Where is her
say in the matter? ""
I am aware that this comment was
ii" ant more lor emphasis than actual
int 'ntion, and through my own familial ity with rap music, I am also aware
tli.it misogyny and sexism run rampant
w ithin this genre. From just about any
other rapper, I probably wouldn't have
been surprised. However, this man
to be a revolutionary, a hie
thinker, but ironically, throughout his
entire show; he continued to rcinfnrte
this tough rebel image through his

claims

treatment of woim n as objects. Now I
realize that it cm be hard to stay on the
straight anil narrow; I see contraditions
in my own at timis ;it times even as I
strive to he a socially conscious individ

Julia Dann vuluntrtrtd this column
tht

Voice.

comment

The past few columns have been
about television, and it's about time
to end that
series gracefully before
we
various
writers
at
Scene
The
"jump
the
shark," as it
martendollmger were. This is
something that I believe the television writers we've been writing about
need to do, as well. The age of the
TV show about nothing is coming to
an end. Programs in which the status
quo is the result of every episode are
not as popular as they used to be.
Today's audience wants a narrative,
but today's writers are still dictated
by ratings, and producers, will run a
show into the ground before canceling it, much to the dissatisfaction of
both the fans that held out to the bitter end and the fans that abandoned it
when it took a turn for the worse.
Take, for example, the convoluted
plot twists and multiple incarnations
of "Stargate," the loss of the main
character on "Scrubs" and the seemingly rating-dictate- d
alternating allegiances in "Heroes." Not ending a
series in a coherent, meaningful way
takes away from the aesthetic that the
television medium provides to writers, and more effort should be afforded to planning out story arcs.
Too many shows seem to survive
based on their premise rather than
the quality of narrative. "Heroes,"
while it once held my attention, has
fallen victim to a variation on the
classic trope of escalation. Generally,
this trope concerns progressively
more powerful antagonists in a series
once that enemy is defeated, the
protagonists would have no problem
defeating anyone who wasn't a
greater threat. Aside from the
increase in the different abilities that
the characters in "Heroes" are known
for, the organizations and corporations that provide the antagonists in
the series are growing steadily larg- er. When you start with preventing a
guy from destroying a city, problems
have to get a lot bigger pretty quickly. The guy becomes a secret organization and the secret organization
becomes a branch of the government. This escalation by itself
wouldn't be so problematic if to gain
ground it didn't have to incorporate
so many
plot
twists. The characters are. going to
run out of dark secrets before the
show decides to find a conclusion.
Another problem the show has is the
ambiguity of the character's allegiance. As a theme, gray areas and
whether or not someone's a hero or
villain can provide great story
telling, but whether Sylar is good or
evil seemed to be determined entirely
by ratings. It seems that the show is
taking more cues from the comic
book tradition than really work for
television.
I've mentioned "How I Met Your
Mother" before, and I think that
show is exemplary as the sort of
show with a real narrative plan. It is
implied in the premise that show
must eventually end. No spin-o- ff
could reasonably take off from it and
take away from the story of the original, "Lost" is also looking to end this
season, and though I stopped watching when the polar bears showed up,
I applaud the effort of the writers to
create a real narrative instead of
dragging a show as long as they
think they can hold the fans. I know
it's hard to watch your favorite shows
come to an end, but wouldn't you
rather the writers and actors in the
show be able to move on to bigger,
better things than stagnate in a dead
end TV show?
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Marten Dollinger

is

an Arts and

Entertainment editor for the Voice. He can
be reached for further comment at
MDollingerl Owooster.edu.
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to Shakespeare's Twelfth Night
Movement music give
new
life
5?..i
-

1 This could be inten- .
mourning for her brother andj father
tional, however, as the
for seven years. Orsino sends Viola,
theme of the play
known to all as Cesario, as a messendeals more with a genger to relay his favors to Olivia. She
eral air of festive
naturally takes no interest in Orsino's
absurdity, and the love
offers, but instead takes a liking to the
between
triangle
Gender comedy
disguised Viola.
Orsino and
Olivia,
ensues. Meanwhile, Olivia's steward
Viola seems more like
Malvolio is an unpleasant, pompous
a part of that whole
windbag, so other members of
than a plot by itself.
1
Olivia's household fool him into to
choice of music,
The
thinking that Olivia is in love with
influenced by Spanish
him. While the prank grows more
gypsy music, as well as
and more out of proportion, Olivia's
Persian and Indian
V
affections for Viola's disguise increase
music
influenced
in a similar fashion, and eventually
festive
that
enhances
culminate in a duel between Viola and
air while simultaneSir Andrew Aguecheek, an incompeously adding to the
iinu
tent knight. The duel, which is more
pace of the show. Used
or less another prank forwarded by
as background music,
the same bunch that fooled Malvolio,
it built the mood and
by the arrival of
is interrupted
every scene change felt
Sebastian, who looks exactly like
like, some sort of
Viola, or rather, Cesario, now that she
dance, and while peras dressed as a man. Mistaken identiThe Cast of "Twelfth Night" was very well balanced and had great chem
it
live
formed
ty comedy ensues, and Olivia marries istry on stage (Photo courtesy Playhouse Press.)
already
the
enhanced
Sebastian, thinking him Cesario.
capture and present all manner of Sir Toby Belch, his protege Sir very lyrical nature of the text.
After all identities are revealed,
If you've got the time, "Twelfth
Orsino finds himself in love with comedic situations that come out of Andrew Aguecheek and David
Night" is certainly worth the drive
Jodi Dominick
such gender-bendinAnthony Smith as the steward
Viola, despite having thought her a
out to Cleveland. The show will be
perform beautifully
Malvolio
plays very well against Bruner as
man, and all ends well with everyone
married, in the classic Shakespearean Olivia; the false chemistry between together in their circus of pranks and running alongside The "Mystery of
Edwin Drood" at the Hanna Theatre
the two characters is hilarious. The mistaken identities.
comedy tradition.
on Playhouse Square until Oct. 31 as
While no individual performer
ensemble of Olivia's household
Sara M. Bruner's Viola is fantastipart of the Great Lakes Theater
show,
about Sir
the
cally awkward in her disguise of Eduardo Placer as Feste the fool, steals the
Festival. More information can be
Toby's and Maria's pranks has a tenLaura Perrotta as the gentlewoman
Cesario. Her movements, mannerdency to overpower the main plot. found at wwsv.greatlakestheater.org.
Maria, Andrew May as Olvia's uncle
isms and range of expression fully

Marten Dollinger
A&E Editor

On my way to the Hanna Theatre
the Great Lakes Theater Festival's
presentation of "Twelfth Night," I got
into a discussion about adapting
Shakespeare's texts for film. What
makes it a tricky endeavor, in my opinion, is that the Bard was very aware of
the nuance of the stage, and when a
script provides such an effective road
map for performance in one medium it
is very difficult to translate to another.
People move differently on a stage
because that is how they get attention,
rather than relying on a camera to
force focus. Shakespeare's language
demands so much movement to create
meaning, and the cast of "Twelfth
Night" certainly take more than vocal
cues in their interpretation of the text.
Director Charles Fee has worked the
text into a very energetic and accessible comedy with the help of an incredibly talented ensemble and capable

J
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design team.

"Twelfth Night" is set on the coast
of Illyria, and follows the story of a
pair of twins, Sebastian and Viola,
though mostly Viola. They have been
separated by shipwreck and each
thinks the other is dead. Viola chooses to disguise herself as a man,
Cesario, and serve the Duke Orsino, a
love-sic- k
nobleman pining for the
affections of Olivia, who has been in

g.

,

B-p-
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Unlikely Taylor Swift fans enjoy unique concert experience
and I found out that she was playing on
Oct. 3 at the Quicken Loans Arena in
Cleveland, we snatched up tickets
faster than it takes a car full of college
students to devour the Taco Bell value-meon Saturday night at 3 a.m.
I had never been more excited for a
concert in my life. It was funny, though,
When we informed all our female
friends that we were going to see

When three college males pack up
the car on a trek to see a concert in
Cleveland, you expect it to be a band'
with a robust, rocking and blaring
sound. Something like ACDC or
Guns n' Roses. And even if it's not
completely macho, it should be something classic, like Bruce Springsteen
or U'2. My
friends and I,

however,

nu

-

Since it was a country music concert,
my friends and 1 decided that the three
of us had to wear cowboy hats. On the
day of the concert, before we left for
Cleveland, we took a picture in front

number of questions ran through our
heads. The first of which was whether
they'd even serve beer at this concert.
This at first seemed like a
Every concert sells beer. Then again,
this was a concert in which the target
girls
14 year-ol- d
demographic
er.

.

j manly, but we
did have a

with
date
arguably the most gorgeous 19 year-ol- d
on the planet Taylor Swift.
To say that I have a love obsession
with Taylor Swift is quite an understatement. Not only is the country
music star simply drop-dea- d
gorgeous, but her music is fantastic. Her
music's consistently playing on the
speakers in my room, on my iPod on
1 even listen
to
the way to class
Taylor when I'm working out. Last
year my roommate nearly insisted that
I had to move out if I played Taylor
Swift any longer.
Luckily for me, I am not the only
male on this campus whose crush
extends to the singer's guitar, strings
as well. Thus when two of my friends

-

-

.
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Managing Editor
Internationally acclaimed Visiting
Assistant Professor of Art Echo
Eggebrecht is currently on display in
this year's Next Wave Art festival in
Brooklyn, New York.
Hosted by Brooklyn Academy of
Music, the annual event features
artists - and
twelve Brooklyn-base- d
like many of them, Eggebrecht has
been featured before. A few years
back, the Nov. 12 2004 issue of the
New York Times said she "distinguishes herself among the growing
ranks of artists" and that her work
"is meticulously rendered and dotted
with wry contradictions and bits of
Americana."
"It is very flattering. I am a huge

M

,

i

Festival, and it
was an honor to be
a part of it," said
Eggebrecht.
Her work is currently on display
in
the B.A.M.
Harvey Theater in
Brooklyn. There
are three paintings
and one
animation
using claymation.
The three paintcalled
ings,

-

"

stop-moti-

"
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ah.
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in
Eggebrecht's
Manhattan. This

event will take place
in May.

The "Study for
Rahm," according to
Eggebrecht, focuses
on "men in power
'

."

:

on

"Study for Rahm" is a sort of abstract narrative focusing on
"Stopwatch," men nf pnwer and rnlorfnl personalities
"Painting For Don DeLillo" and "Milk,"
were originally featured in a show in
Belgium, titled Austrilitz. Eggebrecht
mentioned she used
Charlie
Chaplin's
"The Great Dictator"
as a jumping off point
for her work for the
show.

"It was my first
show in Europe," said
Eggebrecht, "and it
seemed fitting to do
something that dealt
with European history as a means to communicate a longing
for escape and freedom encompassed in a
of
sense
larger
home."
--

Bar-Mitzv-

r-old

professor
art
,..featured in prestigious art show
,.,,,.....,,,,,,,.
,

1

,

T-sh-irt

fan of B.A.M. and
the Next Wave

. -

ed

friend who had sjiecifically

Charles Horenstein
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old

Visiting assistant
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country music star drew a diverse crowd at
cert in Cleveland on Oct. 3 (Photo by AP).
19-year--

half-expect-

'

8-yea-

The
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remotely
andrewvogel

looked up. and down
die line. I was the only male in a line
with 40 people. When I requested a
blue shirt in size small, I

requested one,

the woman behind the counter to
respond, "Really?"
.
Predictably, once we reached our
truck in our seats, there was a gaggle of teenage
my friend's Ford pick-u- p
cowboy hats and plaid shirts. Had we
girls on either side. Whatever.
The concert was fantastic, yet I had
not been going to see a concert where
high school girls made up the main never seen a singer change outfits so
demographic, it would have been the many times. While the concert lasted
perfect picture in preparation for a two and a half hours, we joked that
or at Taylor spent half of it in the dressing
NASCAR race
least an NRA rally.
room. Simply put, though, the concert
Once we got there,' the lived tip to our high expectations, It'
photo shoots 'continued. rare to go to a concert and enjoy
When we saw Taylor's
every single song the artist plays, but
:
bus parked in the parking
it happened that night.
,
lot in front of the arena,
Subsequently, our friends still
we knew that we had to
ribled us about being three college
get a picture in front of it. dudes at a concert where many of
Luckily, the father of two those in the audience were just a year
girls graciously removed from their
volunteered to take our Surely, it was not the manliest concert
picture.
any of us will ever attend. However, I
Once we got inside the thought alxiut the kind of man that
shows up at a Taylor Swift concert
arena, our suspicions were
confirmed. There were with two other dudes in a pickup
lots of people dressed in truck. I was convinced it was one that
cowboy hats, but hardly
was fearless.
any of them were males,
Amlmv Vogel is a CoEdilor in Chief
As
let alone college-age- d.
her con1 stood in line to buy a
for the Voice, Hecan be readied for fur- titer comment at A Vogel IOwooster.edu
for my
Taylor

In the weeks before the concert, my
friends and I were quite excited. Yet a

no-brain-

'

alone drink.

'

Taylor- in concert, they immediately
asked us wliy we hadn't invited them.
When we told all our male friends that

were going to
see someone
that wasn't

wasn't even old enough to drive, let

we were going to see the concert, they
looked at us with such disgust it was as
if we had told them we were going to
see Sesame Street Live.

"Stopwatch"

The background of "Painting for Don DeLillo" tures
Lindbergh
contains references to 911.

fe- aCharles

as a man in

portrait. "Milk" similarly displays a poster of Buster
Keaton, reminiscent of his ad
campaign from the 70s.
In the background of
For
Don
"Painting
DeLillo" lies a map of
flight patterns, flight
times and conversations
based on the morning of
a

such
as
Rahm
Emmanuel, Richard
Feynman and Henry
Kissinger,
figures
known both for having colorful personalities and existing
in the public eye in a
certain way. But
they're also exam-- ,

pies of people who made big decisions
in history.
"The animation is largely about
1

said
and power,
vulnerability
Eggebrecht.
For those interested, Eggebrecht's
work will continue to be featured at
the Next Wave festival until Dec. 20.
Eggebrecht received, her BFA in
2000 at the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, and her MFA at
Hunter College in 2006. Before the
Next Wave Festival, she held exhibitions in Chicago, 111.; Los Angeles,
Calif.; Kortijk, Belgium and Basel,
Switzerland. Currently, she teaches
seven courses at the College: three in
drawing, three in printing and one in
painting.
"I tend to paint from sets," said
Eggebrecht. "My paintings tend to
focus on personal history and more
overarching history, and the intersection of those two things."

911.
"It's a painting about
conspiracy theory, and
the sort .of paranoia that
leads to a kind of personal entrapment," said
Eggebrecht.

The

stop-moti-

on

ani-

mation, titled "Study
For Rahm," is a piece
working towards a larger eoal. "Rahm." which
will be featured in an
upcoming solo show of

Another piece from "Study for Rahm" (Photos courtesty Echo

Eggebrecht.
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Conference matches overwhelm untested Scots
to Wittenberg

SajnVanFleet
Voice Staff
The Wooster women's soccer team
began their season with a historic
unbeaten streak and was seemingly
unstoppable in all their matches.
However, their recent performances
have left despondent fans asking "What

University hoping to Allegheny College and Earlham to cheekily back-he- el
the ball past the
extend their unbeaten streak. Instead College in their next two match-u- ps,
keeper in the 82nd minute. This one
of a win, the Scots were forced to relive yet the Scots were still unable to secure
moment of brilliance was not enough
their nightmare season ender last year a win in either game. The game versus
to mask the Scots' overall disappointversus the Tigers. The game went on the Gators was a rather uneventful
ing performance as they allowed
for a whole 1 10 minutes before either
affair in which Wooster conceded their
Earlham to score three goals.
second draw in the third double overteam could assert themselves as a vicDespite the sloppy conditions of the
tor. Unfortunately again for the Scots,
time game in a row. The Scots battled field, the level of play was not up to
this last-gashot came from a player Allegheny College for a full 10 minThe Scots have had a
expectations.
in a red shirt. Wittenberg scored with
utes to no avail with the game ending week to prepare themselves for their
in a scoreless draw. The Scots had trouonly 28 seconds left to secure the win
next match at Ohio Wesleyan
and hand the Scots their first loss of ble creating offensive opportunities and
University tomorrow. If recent play
the season.
scoring chances which lias become an continues, 'the team better pack shovels
Despite the
goal, Scot
area of concern of late.
in hopes of
alongside their
goalie Michele Ring '13 did everything
The squad's most recent game saw digging themselves out' of the hole
the Scots' dreams of bouncing back in they have created in NCAC games. The
possible, keeping the Scots in a game in
which they were outshot in an alarmconference play dashed by a dominant
recent struggles have left the team near
ing discrepancy of 20-- 8 and generally
Earlham squad on Oct. 10. The Scots
the bottom of the conference standovermatched. Ring had one of her best did however manage to get on the score
ings. It is a crucial juncture of the seasheet in this outing. Captain Liz Mott
games of the year with a season-hig- h
son for the Scots, who face five more
'
played the ball with her head on a conference opponents before the seaeight saves.
Wooster
outshot
son's end.
opponents corner kick allowing Lida Bliokur'12
.

sp

last-seco- nd

The

Scots currently
have
a
respectable record of
in all competitions, but both losses have come in
NCAC action.
It is difficult to tell
whether this sudden change of pace is
attributable to harder competition in
the conference, complacency or both.
During fall break, the Scots travelled
8-- 2-4

shin-guar- ds

ng

ever-increasi-

,1

i

ping sets until the Scots pulled away in
2,
5,
the deciding fifth (22-2- 5,

Matthew Yannie
Sports Editor
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The Wooster

field hockey team
had
has
a series of tips and downs
over the last couple weeks, losing
four games and winning only once.
The team kicked off the month of
October with a defensive stalemate
College-- " of
Maryland, losing in overtime with a
final score of 1. The Scots we're

Mary's
2--

held scoreless for 62 minutes until
Stephanie Standera '11 managed to
tie up the game by putting a shot in
the goal with an assist from
'10.
Brittany
Montgomery
Unfortunately for the Scots, St.
Mary's would manage to score one
more time giving the Scots a heartbreaking, overtime loss.
The Scots suffered another
loss the following Sunday at
the hands of Randolph-Maco- n
University. Despite giving up 19
shots, the Yellow Jackets managed to
outscore the Scots two to one.
Despite the loss, Madalyn Myers '12
gave another stellar performance in
goal for the Scots with an impressive
nine saves.
Fortunately for the Scots their losing streak ended last Thursday as the
team managed an impressive 2 win
over Oberlin College. This game gave
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the Scots a sweep over Oberlin for, the
defeated
having
the
season,
Yeowomen 0 in their first match up.
Cassandra Bucceri '13 capped off the
Scots' win late by scoring her first collegiate goal. The Scots defense also
proved to be too much for Oberlin,
holding them scoreless in the first half
and only giving up two goals the
entire game.
The Scots once again found themselves on the wrong side of the scoreboard Saturday afternoon in a 0 loss
to the Wittenberg University. The
Tigers were looking for revenge after
being completely dominated by
Wooster when these two teams first
met back on Sept. 19. The Scot's
offense was held scoreless for the first
time all season despite taking nine
shots on goal. Wittenberg's Elizabeth
Dwyer put the Tigers up in the 24th
minute despite a very respectable performance by the Scot's defense.
Goalkeeper Myers made an impressive six saves while only allowing two
goals. This loss brought the Scot's
season record to 10-- 4 with an impressive 2 record in conference play.
On Saturday at p.m. the Scots will
have a home game versus Earlham
College. This will be the second game
of the season between these two team;
the Scots won the first outing 2 on

Mike Haggerty
Voice Staff
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Maddie Hart "12 tests the Washington and Jefferson University
goalie with a shot. The Scots lost
(Photo by Sam VanFleet).
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The volleyball team has found their
After seven straight road matches
in
with
conference
again
groove
the Scots returned home last Saturday
play
three straight NCAC wins. The Scots, hosting Ohio Wesleyan University and
which started the season
overall
Case Western Reserve University.
hit a bump in the road losing three conIn their first match the Scots tacked
secutive conference matches, two of another win onto their impressive
which coming at the hands of rival
record by beating the Bishops in four
and
Wittenberg University.
8
sets (25-2- 2,
Scots
The team played Wittenberg for the
a tough
The Bishops gave the
second time in just six days and unformatch despite being overmatched.
Melissa Morgan '13 contributed 14
tunately the result was just as familiar
kills in the win with Riley racking up
as the first meeting.
The Tigers
mauled the Scots with little resistance
16 kills of her own.
.5
and
in straight sets
The three match winning streak and.
The Scots proved to have a short the success of the first match were
memory as they traveled to Earlham quickly nixed by the Spartans in the
final match of the day. Case Western
College for a match the next day. and
made short work of the Quakers with a Reserve, who came into the play with
dominating straight set victory of an impressive 16-- 3 record, faced a.
2.5-and
their own (25-1.- 5,
strong and undaunted opposition in the
After handling Earlham with ease
Scots. After winning the first set the
Olierlin
the team traveled
Scots dropped the next three and the
to
5,
showdown
with
for
match to the Spartans (25-2- 2,
NCAC
an
College
).
the Yeowomen. The Scots prevailed in
and
7
five sets to earn their l.'Sth win of the
Riley said that despite the recent
seasofv-kt
struggles- she remains-- - optimistic;
"
t fifth came.
believing the Scots "have some really
led
offensive
the
KateLynn Riley '10
important conference matches coming
the
match.
with
kills
in
8
Erin up that will set the tone for the remaincharge
who
Sarah
and
'13
Hawke
'12
Webster
der of our schedule." The team looks to
recorded 12 and seven kills respectiveget back on track tomorrow against
ly contributed in the win. Every set was
familiar foes Ohio Wesleyan and
close with Oberlin and Wooster swap
Oberlin.
1
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Inconsistency hurts Scots Volleyball spikes back

against-St-
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After an uncharacteristic series of
matches leaving the Scots with two
losses and a tie in conference play, it is
a fair question.
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Melissa Morgan '13 goes for a block against Allegheny College,
who they beat in five sets (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
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Lights show promise for future football successes
In terms of the final score, the rival- -

ry

game

last Saturday between
Wooster and rival
Western
Case

Reserve
University didn't
measure up
-

the

52 points given
-- up by the Scots
1

vogel

was tie ,nost jn
more than two years. However, on a
cool fall night in early October, the first
home night game in school history

isn't evaluated in total defense. It's

,

was scheduled, it was a landmark success for the athletic department' The
match-u- p
between the two schools for

the Baird Brothers trophy generated
almost as much hye as the season premiere for The OUke." Students hadn't
been this excited since the administra-

tion unveiled the new meal plan.
Alumni from the football program came
from all over to witness the stadium
under the lights. They celebrated and
acted like they were college students all
over again
tailgating and drinking
more beer before noon than most people
day. It felt like Div. I football.
Before the game, the athletic depart-

evaluated in excitement, fan supjxirt
iirnl passion. If the turnout from last

drink all

weekend's rivalry game was an indication of the future, it proved that the
$1.5 million renovation to John P. Papp

ment expected one of the biggest
crowds ever in school history. The
an overturnout did not disappoint
capacity crowd of almost 5,000 witnessed the dedication of the Ed and
Edie Andrew Turf Field before the
game. Once the sun went down on the
cool crisp OctolKT night, the energy
inside the stadium was unmatched. The
Scots traded scores with the talented
Spartans the No. 10 team, in Div. III.
Once Bryan Albani '10 returned the
kiekofi" 93 yards to put Wooster ahead
32-- 3
late in the third quarter, the enerinside
the stadium was palpable.
gy
the
Under
lights," the players looked

Stadium was worth every xTiny.
Thanks to the generous donations
of I'd and Edie Andrew, this past sum-iIV; ii Stadium received a significant f i t lift. Renovations were made

mr

the staditnn itself, the formerly
field is now a synthetic turf
gr.;-"ed Sprinturf and, most important-- 1
.lits were also added. This enabled
ir. i.Ie
s

.

I

,-

-,

the lootball program to host its first
ever night game, and chose to turn on
the lights for the first time in history
against Case Western Reserve.
From the moment the night game

1

more excited and fired up than they'd

been all year. The fans were on their
feet. The atmosphere was electric.
Unfortunately, Case Western Reserve
proved late in the game why they are
one of the best teams in the country.

Thanks to the heroics of quarterback
Dun Whalen, the Spartans scored the
2.
last 22 points of the game win
53-3-

Typically, wins and losses are a good

measuring

stick

for

a

program:

lowever, in this case, the stat line doesn't tell the whole story. There was more
hye and anticipation surrounding this
I

game than there had been for a Wooster
football game in quite long time.

Last Saturday's game boasted an
atmosphere that few small college football programs can match. There was
simply an energy in the stadium that
hadn't been there previously. A prosiec-tiv- e
recruit looking to continue his
career at the college level could not have
heltied but been impressed with the
environment that permeated Papp
Stadium that night The football program must use this to their advantage,
One of the reasons the men's basketball program has been so successful
over the years is that they have been
able to recruit some of the best Div. Ill
players in the country. Why? The
atmosphere inside Timken Gymnasium
on Saturday nights during the winter is

special. The gymnasium is routinely
sold
out against Wittenberg
University and during the NCAC

Tournament. The program has one of
the best attendance rates in Div. III.
What prospective college athlete
wouldn't want to be a part of this?
For recruits interested in the program, this generates more excitement
than cute sorority girls.
The football program . operates
under a different set of circumstances.
the
It boasts tradition of its own
pregame march down the hill with the
pipers is one of the classiest and most
unique rituals around. Yet something
about Saturday night felt different.
The addition of lights to the stadium
brings a whole new set of possibilities
to the program. The players were
excited, the fans were excited and the
'community was excited. If the athlet- ic department can find a way to channel this energy, it could take the foot- . ball program to a new level.
Ed and Edie Andrew have donated
more than $1.5 million. They have
donated the infrastructure to make
Papp Stadium one of the most unique
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football environments.
have
the foundation for an
laid
They
atmosphere that has the potential to
be pric eless.
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Scots' effort falls short in first night home football game
Chris Weston
Sports Editor
History was made on Saturday night
Sadly, there was no storybook ending.
In the first ever night game at John P.
Papp stadium, the Fighting Scots lost to
rival Case Western Reserve University
53-3-2,
allowing the Spartans to take
home the Baird Brothers Trophy for
the third straight year.
Over 4,500 fans showed up to support
the Scots in the first game after the Ed
and Edie Andrew Turf Field had been

v

'

officially dedicated.

t

The telling story of the evening was
the way the Case Western Reserve
offense was seemingly unstoppable over
the course of the four quarters
Case Western Reserve, ranked No. 10
by D3football.com, came out firing all
night long, scoring on nine of their first
12 possessions before running out the
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clock in garbage time. Senior quarterback Dan Whalen, a 2008 finalist for
the Gagliardi Trophy, given to the
nations best Div. Ill player, continued to
show why he is viewed as one of the top
quarterbacks in the country, completing
26 of 37 passes for 396 yards, four
touchdowns, and only one interception.
The way he was able to spread the ball

around the field, completing passes to
seven different receivers made the passing attack explosive.
On the other side of the ball, the
Scots kept it close for the first three
quarters of play. After being down 24--9
at the start of the second quarter, the
Scots were able to bounce back in the

closing minutes of the half, scoring
nine unanswered points on a safety and
Austin Holter '10 pass to Cameron
Daniels '12, including a timely interception of Whalen by Bryan Albani '10
inside the red zone to prevent the
Spartans from scoring before the half.

Starting the second half with the
(23-4221 yards, three

ball, Holter

2,

Bryan Albani '10 and Adonis Hernandez '11 double team the Spartan receiver. The Fighting Scots' secondary struggled against
the onslaught of the Spartan arial attack, which put up almost 400 yards passing n the game
75-ya- rd

32-3-

rd

for the rest of the game, holding the
Scots offense to just 30 yards on 16
plays over the course of their next five
possessions. The Scots were zero of
five on third down conversions, with
only one first down in the final 21 min-

31-2-

get back into the game. They didn't
have to wait long as Albani returned the
ensuing kickoff 93 yards for a touchdown, his second kickoff return of the
This
return also
season.
marked the longest return in Wooster

utes of play.
Essential to the Scots' scoring drives
and overall offensive game plan was
Robert Flagg '12, who totaled 12 rushes for 68 yards, second to only Holter's
88 yards, and led all receivers with 8

93-ya- rd

history.
Following

a

three-and-o-

receptions for 61 yards.

in Case

ut

bined touches along with four incomplete passes made him the target of

.Western Reserve's next offensive series,
the Scots appeared to be in good shape
to add on to their 1 lead. However,
the Spartan defense didn't allow a score

scores ,and one interception), led the
drive for a
Scots on a 12 play,
touchdown, capped by an eight-yatoss to Mike Francescangeli '10 for the
touchdown. This score gave the Scots
their first lead of the contest, 25-2-4.
After another disheartening drive by
the Spartans, which gave them back the
5,
lead
the Scots needed a spark to

His 20 com

'

exactly one third of the Scots' offensive
'
plays. .'
The defense for the Scots was apparently not ready for prime time. They
allowed 557 total offensive yards, while
only hurrying and sacking the quarterback a combined three times. While

credit must be given to the Spartans'
offensive line, the overall performance
left something to be desired. The 557
total yards was the largest amount of
yardage allowed this season, and the
most since September 2007, when the
Scots allowed 633 to the Wittenberg
University Tigers in a 58-- 7 loss.

The silver lining for this game is that
Case Western Reserve is part of the
University Athletic Association. This
game had no bearing on the Scots' quest
to win the NCAC crown, where they are
one of three teams tied for first with a
record, the other two being
0
Wittenberg and Wabash University,
which play each other this Saturday.
The Scots look to bounce back from
this loss tomorrow as they travel to St.
Louis to take on Washington
University at 1 p.m. In last season's
match-u-p
between these two teams, the
Fighting Scots were victorious, defeat3
at John P. Papp
ing the Bears
3--

38-1-

stadium.

Soccer's slide continues with NCAC tie

i

557

Total " goals scored : by ' the

Total yardage allowed by the

Women's socceiTtittft ifl'thfte
NCAC games this year. After
starting the season with an
unprecedented
record,
in
the Scots have gone
the past three games to drop
them down to eighth place in
the conference. Scots' goalie
Michele Ring '13 has done her
best to keep the games close,
amassing 12 saves and a

defense" '

8-0-

1-

-3

0-2-

-1

shutout.

Scots run
Nick Kendall
Voice Staff

momentum in the second overtime.
Aliakbar and Josh Dailey '12 both
had great looks at goal and nearly
The men's soccer team scored were able to break the tie, but two
beautiful saves by Earlham's goalearly but gave up a goal to force a
tie with Earlham College this past. keeper Jonah ftreniske kept the game
knotted at
and preserved the tie.
Saturday at Carl Dale Memorial
Field.
Aliakbar led the Scots' offense with
five shot attempts,
Just 30 seconds into the match, a career-hig- h
Scott Buckwald '10 put a
while Karl Ruter ' io, Adam Will '13
cross into the box and Yousef and Chris DeMoll '11 each added in
Alikabar 'II headed the ball past two shots in the draw. Takacs
Earlham keeper for his second goal of remained strong between the posts
the season. The Fighting Scots 2,
for Wooster and racked up four saves
NCAC) remained in control
protecting Wooster's goal.
until Earlham was able to beat
The Scots remain winless in the
Wooster's defense and put a ball past conference and are looking to pick up
their first conference win tomorrow
Taylor Tackas '12 to even the score.
Wooster and Earlham went shot when they travel to Deleware, Ohio
for shot throughout the entire game to take on undefeated Ohio Wesleyan
each putting balls on goal 13 times, University (12-0-- 2,
NCAC) in
but the Scots rallied and gained what promises, to be 'a significant

Rob Melick
Voice Staff

t r ffceRghttaif

-1

1-

Scots' football team against
Case Western Reserve
University last Saturday.
The offense contributed 32
points in a losing effort that
saw the Scots outscored 21-- 0
in the final 21 minutes of the
game. This was the most
yardage
allowed since
September 2C07 at the hands
of Wittenberg University.

well-plac-

ed

(3-6--

--

in top 100

-

.-

-1

.

0-3-

trial in the Scots' effort to remain
competitive in the conference. ,
With only five games remaining in
the 2009 season it is crucial for the
Scots to get back on track. - -

-1

4-0-

-0

Don't have a clue who's going to
win the big game? Every week,
sports nuts Matthew Yannie,
Andrew Vogel, Chris Weston ajid
Jason Weingardt will pick the
week's biggest football games, both
college and pro. Some will be on the
mark, others probably not so much.
We'll track their progress every
week with season standings. Think
they've picked the wrong teams?
Feel tree to let them know what you
all
think
about
at
sports

voicesportswooster.edu.
Standings (Last week's results)

'V,.

Since there were over 50 schools

and horrible conditions, most of the
times were not as fast as expected.
Last weekend the cross country Especially time consuming were the
teams traveled to Delaware, Ohio for points in the race where some runChampionship Meet. ners could not even move from being
the
The race is an event that is just as stuck in such a large group around a
intense as it sounds, featuring big sharp turn.
Div. I schools such as Ohio State
The women's team put up a great
University, Miami University of fight placing ninth in Div. III. None
Ohio, and the Universtiy
of of the scorers for the Scots placed
Cincinnati competing against Div. Ill below the top 100 for Div. Ill
schools including Wooster. With a schools, and Sarah Appleton '12 (who
race that literally features every placed 25th overall), and Colleen
school in Ohio, runner Ethan O'Neil '13 even managed to place in
Rudawsky '12 put it best in saying the top 100 for all racers from all
Race separates the schools. Other scorers for the lady
"The
men from the boys, the harriers from Scots were Erin Plews-Oga- n
'13,
the wannabes and the champions Chelsea Fisher '11 and Suzanne
from the pretenders."
Capehart'll.
Last Saturday at 11:45 a.m. the
The men's team ran as strong as
stage was set and the conditions they could and came out in 14th in
were iffy. Due to the torrential downDiv. Ill schools. Like the women's
pour the night before, the race was team, none of them placed below
slick to say the least. At big turns in 100th in Div. Ill, and Terry
the race, there were traffic jams of Workman '10 finished 25th overall
people trying to navigate sharp turns with a time of 28:20.5. Also scoring
without getting a face full of mud. for the Scots was Rudawsky, Micah
Around every corner the mud got so Caunter '12, Rik Workman '10 and
bad, some racers ended up just cutJeff Lyman '10, in his first scoring
ting the course.
meet of the season.

Jason:
Andrew:
Chris:
Matthew:
M-

83-S-

6

77-4-

8

76-4-

3

71--

48

(15-- 9)
(14-1-

0)

(17-- 7)
(14-1- 0)

- Matthew

Andrew
Chris
J Jason
,A11
Everyone
A

All-Oh- io

C

NCAA Games
Thursday, Oct. 15

(A,C;)8Cin.at21

USF(M)

5

Saturday, Oct. 17

'

All-Oh- io

(All)

(J) Texas Tech at

22 S Car at 2 Bama (A.CJ)
(C) Missou at 16 OKST (M,AJ)

(M)

V
NFL Games

Ryan Schlothauer '11 has been a three year contributor on the
defensive end tor the Scots (Photo by uianie Faneiii).
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1)

(6-2-

)

(8-3-

)

(4-3-

)

(5--

9)

(5-4)17-

-6)

(4-- 4)

(7--

6)

0-6-

)

(44)

(1--

7)

(I--

)
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Volleyball
)
2. )
3 )
4 )
5.)
1

.

Wittenbcni
Hiram
Allegheny
Denison
Wooster

6) 0berlm
7) Kenyon
8.) Earlham
.) Ohio Wesleyan
'

(4-3-

)

(3--

3)

(3-4XI0-

-II)

(1--

5)

(I-7M3--

I9)

(0-7- )

(11-11-

)

(516)
(12-5-

(4--1

(0-2-

1)

Denison
2. ) Earlham
3. ) Wittenberg
4 (Allegheny
5) Hiram
6. )Kenyon
7. ) Ohio Wesleyan
g.) Wooster
1. )

(6-1X13-- 8)

(3-3- )

(5-0- )

(54))

)

(3-0X3-

-2)

(21X2-4(I-IX4-

)
.

-I)

.

.

(12) (23)
(M)
(1--

3)

(0-2X2-- 3)

(0-2XO-- 5)

:

(0-3- )

(0-5- )

Womera Soccer

(M)(IO-3- )
'

(3-0- )

.(3-0.

,

n

$

1. ) Wabash
2. ) Wittenberg
3. ) Woocter
4.) Kenyon
5 (Allegheny
6.) Denison
7 ) Ohio Wesleyan
) Earlham
o )Oberlin
10) Hiram

)

7)

o.JOberlin

(30)

(1

0-2--

(2-14-

))

(7-2--

3)

(IIIX8-4I- )
(l--

l

(I

0X7-4-2-

1--

0)

Monday, Oct. 19

)

(4

Houston at Cincinnati (All)
Detroit at Green Bay (All)
(CJ) Baltimore at Minnesota (M,A)
(AJ) NYG at New Orleans (M,C)
Cleveland at Pittsburgh (All)
(M,A) Carolina at Tampa Bay (CJ)
(C) Kansas City at Wash (M,A,J)
(J) St. Louis at Jacksonville (M.A.C)
(M.CJ) Arizona at Seattle (A)
(MJ) Philadelphia at Oakland (A,C)
Tennessee at New England (All)
(C) Buffalo at NYJ (M.AJ)
Chicago at Atlanta (All)
.

1)

(2-WX9-3-

7)Oberlro ,

Football

(IM)

(7--

-0)

2. ) Wittenberg
3. ) Kenyon
4. ) Ohio Wesleyan
5.) Denison
6.) Earlham

VI

oo

Sunday, Oct. 18

8

0)

(1-2-0X5-6-

f

.

(AU)4VTatl9GT

-2)

O

15 Neb. (M.A.C)

NCST at BC (All)

Field Hockey

r

Texas' (All)

11 Iowa at Wisconsin (J)
(All) Georgia at Vanderbilt
(M.C.J) 6 USC at 25 ND (A)

.

l.)Wmttr

o

3

7 OSU at Purdue

(M.A.C)

NCAC Fall Sports Standings

I

20 OU vs

.

(O.MXt-2-4- )
(0-3-0-

)

(4-7--

(CJ) Denver at San Diego (M,A)

2)

I
i

